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HIP 48
LEMON DROP KID X MAMASEZ

ANALYSIS

Brooke Marie comes into the 
sale having won a second level 
allowance at Keeneland on April 
17th in her second race off the 
layoff. Prior to this year, Brooke Marie 
was 2nd, beaten just a neck in the 
Christiecat Stakes at Belmont Park to 
round out her three-year-old season. 
Still lightly raced for a five-year-old, 
Brooke Marie showed last out that 
she retains all of the ability that she 
displayed at three and is ready to 
head back into stakes company.  

Brooke Marie was always very talented, but she really began to show her best when sprinting over 
the turf at three. She began by scoring in an allowance race at Monmouth by three lengths where 
she earned career best (9 ¾ Ragozin) for her efforts. 

After missing by just 1 1/4 lengths in the Galway Stakes at Saratoga next out where she came from well 
off the pace, Brooke Marie showed quite a bit more speed in the Christiecat at Belmont where 
she sat just a length off a quick early pace that went in 21 4/5 and 44 4/5. While other horses who sat 
near the pace dropped out of the race in the stretch, Brooke Marie kicked on in the lane to hit the lead 
inside the 1/16 pole. Unfortunately she was just nailed on the wire to finish 2nd, beaten a neck.

Making her second start off the layoff and returning to the turf after beginning her campaign on an all-
weather surface, Brooke Marie took a competitive Keeneland allowance race going 5 ½ furlongs on the 
turf, winning going away by 1 1/2 lengths. She earned an 86 Beyer Speed Figure for this effort, the 
second best of her career, as well as a (12 1/4) Ragozin Figure, also the second best of her career.

Last Race: ALW-N2X, 4/17/21 
Track: Keeneland
Trainer: Jonathan Thomas
Conditions Left: Alw-N3X, Stakes

Brooke Marie (inside) finishes a close 2nd in the Christiecat Stakes at Belmont
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RACE SCHEDULE

PEDIGREE

The effort that Brooke Marie displayed at Keeneland showed that she was still a stakes 
quality mare and as such, the following races are those that we feel Brooke Marie would 
be competitive in.

Brooke Marie is by Lemon Drop Kid out of the Giant’s 
Causeway mare Mamasez. Mamazez is also the dam of 
Vivando, a three-year-old filly who was purchased for 
$220,000 as a yearling by Martin Anthony and is in training with 
John Sadler, as well as a yearling filly by Collected who sold 
for $135,000 as a weanling last November to Sand Hill Stables. 

Lemon Drop Kid has come on of late as a broodmare sire 
with his daughters producing top class horses on both 
dirt and turf. Most notably, daughters of Lemon Drop Kid 
have been responsible for G1 winners Digital Age and 
Without Parole as well as G1 Kentucky Derby contender 
Sainthood. Over the years, daughters of Lemon Drop Kid 
have been responsible for Breeders’ Cup winners Forever 
Unbridled, Tamarkuz, Bar of Gold and Finest City.
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RAGOZIN

Brooke Marie earned a (9 3/4) Ragozin in the summer of her 
three-year-old season when winning a Monmouth allowance by 
3 lengths while going 5 furlongs on the turf. 

In her first race off the bench, she earned a (15 1/4) on an all-
weather surface that she didn’t care for before progressing to a 
(12 1/4) while returning to the turf. Being that she is still relatively 
lightly raced, more improvement can be expected of Brooke Marie 
and she looks ready to head back towards stakes competition.

Her latest figure makes her comparable to Elle Z, who earned a (13 1/4) when winning the 
Pan Zareta Stakes at Fair Grounds over the winter and was likely the best female turf sprinter 
located in New Orleans this winter.

Without Parole wins the G12 St. James’s Palace at Royal Ascot

Digital Age wins the G1 Turf Classic at Churchill Downs


